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Endohedral metallofullerenes are novel forms of fullerene-based
materials in which metal atoms are encapsulated within the
fullerene cages. Their production, separation, and isolation in
isomer-pure forms are now quite advanced, and a plethora of
materials, based primarily on lanthanides and groups 3 and 2
elements, has been structurally and electronically characterized.1

Information on the electronic structure of monometallofullerenes
and the degree of interfullerene electron transfer has come from
the analysis of the hfs of EPR-active systems such as M@C82

(M ) La, Y, Sc).2 In contrast, no well-resolved EPR hfs are
observed for lanthanide metallofullerenes, Ln@C82 (Ln ) Ce,
..., Lu).3 This has precluded detailed study of their electronic
properties thus far. Recently, we have studied a series of single-
isomer Er3+ metallofullerenes, which form in comparatively high
yields.4 Here we report a dual-mode X-band EPR study of two
isomers of Er@C82 at low temperature. The observed EPR spectra
differ from those of M@C82 (M ) La, Y, Sc) in that the observed
signals are due mainly to the encaged Er3+ ion, which interacts
only weakly with the C82

3- cage. Both isomers are characterized
by strongly anisotropicg-tensors, with small differences in the
exchange-coupling strength accounting for the dramatically dif-
ferent spectra of the two isomers.

Figure 1 shows the X-band EPR spectra of the Er@C82(I)
isomer (C2ν symmetry)5 below 2500 G at 4.2 K for perpendicular
and parallel polarization of the microwave field with respect to
the external magnetic field. In perpendicular mode, transitions
are observed atg ≈ 20, 12.6, 4.5, and 3, whereas in parallel mode
at g ≈ 22 and 18. A very weak radical signal was detected at
low microwave power atg ) 2, but this represented a negligible
fraction of centers and was attributed to cages without incorpo-
rated Er3+ ions.4

Low-field transitions are expected from the Er3+ ion, but it is
unlikely that the observed resonances arise solely from the Er3+

ion. The existence of resonances both in parallel and perpendicular
polarization and the absence of signals attributable to a nonin-
teractingS) 1/2 radical from the C82 cage indicate an interaction
between the two species. A full account of this interaction, in
conjunction with the interaction of the individual spins with their

environment, is very complicated and requires knowledge of the
electron-density distribution, currently unavailable. However, a
basic understanding of the system can be achieved by the
following spin-Hamiltonian approach, which treats the two
interacting species as localized spins and ignores interfullerene
interactions.

The Er3+ ion (4f 11) is characterized by aJ ) 15/2 ground-state
manifold.6 In a crystal field of low symmetry, this manifold splits
into eight doublets. The crystal field splitting of the doublets can
be large in Er3+ complexes, and this is the case in Er2@C82.7

Here it is assumed to be much larger than the Zeeman term (at X
band), the spin-spin interaction with the spin of the C82 cage,
and the thermal energy at liquid He temperatures. Accordingly,
the low-temperature properties are determined only by the ground
doublet, which can be treated with an effective spin,SE ) 1/2.
The three-principal componentsg1, g2, andg3 of thegE tensor of
this doublet, may be very different extending from large (>10)
to small (<2) values (see below). On the other hand, the carbon
cage is assumed to behave as an isotropic radical (Sc ) 1/2) with
gc ≈ 2.0. A weak exchange interaction, treated as a tensorJ, is
assumed to couple the two spins. The following spin Hamiltonian,
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Figure 1. (Left panel) X-band EPR spectra of Er@C82(I) for perpen-
dicular (upper) and parallel (lower) polarization of the microwave field.
The theoretical spectra were calculated as described in the text.EPR
(Bruker ER 200D upgraded)conditions: T) 4.2 K, modulation amplitude,
10 Gpp, microwave power, 31 mW, microwave frequency, 9.60 GHz
(perpendicular) and 9.33 GHz (parallel). (Right panel) Dependence of
the energy levels onB for B along the three principal axes (1, 2, 3) of
thegE tensor. Arrows indicate the transitions that contribute to the various
signals. The labeling (a-d) of the levels corresponds to the ordering in
energy at zero field.
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including the Zeeman term, was then used:8

Diagonalization of eq 1 results, in general, into the formation of
four ground-state levels among which a number of EPR transitions
are possible. An initial search for parameter combinations that
would reproduce important features of the spectra indicated that:
(a) the exchange coupling,J, is weak and anisotropic with one
of its components close to zero, (b) thegE tensor is characterized
by one large component on the order of 18-20 and two small
ones close to zero, and (c) assuming parallel orientation of theJ
andgE tensors, the largest component ofJ is associated with the
largest component ofgE.

With the above restrictions the simulations converged to the
theoretical spectra9 of Figure 1. The parameters used to obtain
these are:g1 ) 19.0,g2 ) 0.0, g3 ) 0.6, andJ ) (0.54, 0.18,
0.01) cm-1. A small distribution in theJi values of 0.004 cm-1

was assumed in the simulations. This corresponds to 1.6% of the
isotropic value,Jiso ) (J1 + J2 + J3)/3 ) 0.243 cm-1 and affects
significantly the line shape. The corresponding energy level
diagram is shown as a function of the magnetic field along the
three principal orientations in the right panel of Figure 1. The
various EPR transitions are also indicated. Clearly, the exchange
coupling mixes considerably the levels at low fields forB|“1”
and creates EPR transitions permissible in parallel mode. At high
fields or perpendicular orientations (B|“2” or “3”), the transitions
pertain their∆ms ) (1 character.

The reproduction of the spectral features in Figure 1 is very
satisfactory and supports the approach taken. It is possible that
the details of the simulation could be further improved by relaxing
the constraint of the parallel orientation of thegE andJ tensors,
but this would complicate considerably the analysis and not add
much to our understanding of the system.

Figure 2 shows the EPR spectra of Er@C82(II) isomer. For
this isomer, EPR signals are observed at very low fields (<550
G) both in parallel and perpendicular polarization, differing
dramatically from the spectra obtained for Er@C82(I). They are
reminiscent of those obtained for non-Kramers systems.10 For
these, transitions are observed between two levels for which the
splitting,∆, at zero field is smaller than the microwave quantum
(∼0.3 cm-1 at X-band). For∆ ≈ hν, these transitions are observed
at very low fields. The shape of the signals is very sensitive to
small variations in∆. Within the previously introduced exchange-
coupling model, we suggest that for isomer II the exchange
interaction is large enough, so that the system behaves as an
integer spin system. The theoretical spectra shown in Figure 2
are calculated forJ1 ) 0.99 cm-1, J2 ) 0.63 cm-1, andJ3 ) 0.01
cm-1 with the samegE tensor as for Er@C82(I). A distribution in
Ji of 0.02 cm-1 was used, accounting for 3.6% of the isotropic
value,J ) 0.543 cm-1. The larger exchange coupling in isomer
II could indicate (other factors being equal) a somewhat smaller
distance between Er3+ and the spin on the cage. Slight hetero-
geneities in this distance could explain the small distributions in
the J values.

Our analysis suggests a large anisotropy for theg-tensor (g1

) 19,g2,3 < 1) of the Er3+ ion in isomer I and probably in isomer
II. This indicates that the crystal field symmetry around the Er3+

ion is low in analogy with Sc3+ in Sc@C82 for which the crystal
structure has been determined by synchrotron X-ray powder
diffraction.11

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first dual-mode EPR
study of an endohedral metallofullerene. Of interest is the
comparison of the present results with those of an earlier high-
field EPR study of Er@C82.12 For a proper discussion, one should
consider that in the present work we have studied twodifferent
monometallofullerenes in isomer-pure form. In the former study,
apart from a mixture of isomers, some dimetallofullerenes,
Er2@C82 were also present. This indicates that those spectra
represented at least three different species. In the presence of
strong magnetic fields the Zeeman term decouples the exchange
coupling of the metal with the cage (this condition is fulfilled
for isomer I), hence, the presence of a free radical signal atg ≈
2.005 in the high-frequency spectra. The less defined low-field
spectral region may then comprise signals from Er3+ of isomer I
and the spectrum of isomer II. The exchange term for the latter
may be significant even at high fields.

As a conclusion, X-band EPR spectroscopy can be used to
differentiate metallofullerene isomers and gain insights into the
metal-cage interactions.
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Figure 2. (Left panel) X-band EPR spectra of Er@C82(II) for perpen-
dicular and parallel polarization of the microwave field. The theoretical
spectra were calculated as described in the text. The EPR conditions were
identical to those for isomer I. (Right panel) Dependence of the energy
levels onB for B along the three principal axes (1, 2, 3) of thegE tensor.
The arrow indicates the transition responsible for the spectra.
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